acts 28:1-10 is situated strategically between paul's sea-voyage (27:1-44) and his arrival in rome (28:16-31) which the reader has been anticipating at least since acts 19:21 ("after i have been there [ Jerusalem] it is necessary for me to see rome."). an examination of the passage preceding the Malta episode yields important questions and will make stronger the ones posed by my initial examination of acts 28:1-10.
acts 27 contains a host of questions. does the reappearance of the "we"-narrator indicate the possibility of an eyewitness account or the use of a travel diary of one of paul's companions?2 what is the reason for the 1 i assume and will implicitly argue for the literary unity of luke-acts. on recent challenges to the unity of luke-acts, see Mikeal C. parsons and richard i. pervo, Rethinking the Unity of Luke and Acts (Minneapolis: fortress press, 1993); also see, C. Kavin rowe, "literary Unity and reception history: reading luke-acts as luke and acts," JSNT 29 chapter two length of the account which causes a strong delaying effect?3 is luke symbolically portraying paul's death and resurrection?4 is the account literarily dependent upon or influenced by other shipwreck narratives?5 these are just a few of the interesting problems this text poses.6 the present discussion can bracket these questions since i am concerned with establishing how the motifs, plot, and characterization of paul in acts 27 contribute to the meaning of the Malta episode.
a. The Hellenistic Narrative Setting
Before paul's voyage to rome, luke devotes (from acts 21:18 until 26:32) a little less than six chapters to recounting an intra-Jewish debate regarding paul's orthodoxy with respect to his Jewish faith and whether he "stirs up insurrection" (κινοῦντα στάσεις, acts 24:5). in these chapters paul is a prisoner under roman custody.7 in this lengthy portion of the narrative, the apostle to the gentiles has had no interaction with gentile churches, has had no occasion to offer god's salvation to the gentiles through preaching or healing, and is characterized more like a philosopher standing on trial or a rhetorician giving forensic speeches than an apostle or prophet of god. 4 glenn r. Jacobson, "paul in luke-acts: the savior who is present," SBLSP 1983 (ed. Kent h. richards; Chico, Ca: scholars press, 1983), 131-46; Michael d. goulder, Type and History (london: spCK, 1964), 36-40; pervo, Acts, 659-67 ; against this type of symbolic reading, see Johnson, The Acts of the Apostles, 457. 5 on acts 27 and its relationship to other ancient sea-voyage accounts see, for example, peter pokorny, "die romfahrt des paulus und der antike roman," ZNW 64 (1973): 233-44; eckhard plümacher, 'wirklichkeitserfahrung und geschichtsschreibung bei lukas: erwägungen zu den wir-stücken der apostelgeschichte," ZNW 68 (1977) 8 that luke has arranged paul's speeches in acts 22-26 according to the structure of forensic speeches is argued persuasively by Jerome h. neyrey, "the forensic defense
